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Your wedding is a big day! Once the cake is eaten, the
dress carefully stored away in the loft and the band
has departed – your wedding day photos remain.
Aside from the ring on your finger (and a
husband!)    they’re genuinely the only tangible things
left from the day. Do you really want to take a chance
on anything less than a beautiful set of images to
remember it all by?
 
It’s often said that most people would grab the family
album as they fled a burning house – the importance
of photography can’t be underestimated and you
should really consider if it should be trusted to an
enthusiastic amateur. 
 
Believe me, your wedding day will pass in a
blur.    There will be lots of little things you forget or
miss, from your auntie’s crazy hat, to your cousin’s
spontaneous game of ‘slapsies!’ You’ll want killer
photos that show off the most expensive dress you’ll
ever wear, the look on your husband-to-be’s face
when you walk to the alter and the reaction to the
hilarious speech your dad made.
 
Our job as photographers is to make sure we capture
it all, tell the story for the kids and grandkids yet-to-
come.
 
 

And it’s a damned tough job! A good wedding
photographer has planned the day and knows
how to stay in front of it. They’ll be discrete,
respectful and friendly to your guests and great
organisers. It’s a talent learned like any other and
truly, until you have 50 or so weddings under your
belt, you’re still on a steep learning curve and
likely to miss some crucial moments!  
 
Over 90% of couples employ a 'Professional
Photographer' but even then there's the risk that
there is no 'barrier to entry' and anyone can set up
as a wedding photographer without the right
skills, equipment or experience. Read on and we'll
show you how to protect yourself. 
 
A professional photographer is an integral part of
the day and can help in many ways. We often
avert potential problems and act as messengers
and go-betweens with venues and officiants.
We’ve sewn up bridesmaids dresses, we’ve
noticed errors in top tables before the bride ever
knew – on one occasion we even drove a
wedding car after the driver fell sick!
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Do I need a Professional

Photographer?
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But where the professional scores
over the amateur is when things go
off plan, run late or you need to
produce great images in difficult
circumstances such as poor
weather, low-light or a tough venue.
 
On a beautiful day, with lots of time
available and a photogenic venue,
anybody can produce ‘hero’ shots –
whereas a professional delivers
consistent high quality images, no
matter what the challenges! An
ability to deliver in all
circumstances, every time. Training,
experience, backup equipment and
commitment are all crucial.
 
Your Uncle Bob may have a great
camera, and he may be a brilliant
landscape photographer (personally
I’ve always been too reluctant for
the 4am starts to be a decent
landscape photographer!) but does
he understand the flow of a
wedding? How to pose big groups
quickly for beautiful, lively images?
Does he have backup equipment?
Does he have top flight £2,000
lenses that will allow images to be
captured in a dark church without
flash? Does he know the rules of the
venue?!
 
Honestly, there’s a lot more to great
wedding photography than a good
camera!
 
The planning, wedding day
application & all important post-
production are all skills learned
over many hundred of hours. A
good wedding photographer will
have submitted work for critique by
their peers, attended seminars, and
learned from their mistakes. 
 
Don’t be a practice wedding!
 
You wouldn’t trust someone to drive
your wedding car who hasn’t driven
a car before… by the same token,
why risk using a photographer
without experience?!
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S T Y L E S  O F  W E D D I N G

P H O T O G R A P H Y

The most important thing to
know is how you want your

day captured.
Broadly speaking, there’s three
styles of wedding photography

so you'll need to understand
what they are in order to get
the perfect shots on the day. 

 
 

                                  is also
called ‘photojournalism’ and is

the straightforward (but
hopefully artistic) recording

of the story of the day in
photos. There is no, or minimal,

involvement from the
photographer and they remain

discrete throughout the day.
 

Often, these photographers
resist any requirement for

family or group shots but the
low-key style does mean

camera-shy guests are not
intimated by their presence. 

 
Of course, some of the most
wonderful photos will come
from those unposed, natural
moments – but it’s difficult to
do well, and comes with the
risk of unremarkable family

pictures.
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                                            wedding photographers combine elements of the two styles we've
covered. With much of the day shot in a journalistic style, the contemporary photographer will
also create images and ‘give reality a nudge’ to make a situation more photogenic. 
 
For instance, signing the register, leaving the church, informal group shots – all can be
tweaked without losing the magic to make an even better photo. Overall, this style has
evolved because the vast majority of people want what it brings – great storytelling, beautiful
images and a modern dynamic look to the album.

                                
wedding photography is

heavily contrived and rather
out-of-fashion. It will

consist of minimal coverage
(usually, bride’s arrival at the

venue through to some family
shots after the

ceremony) and consist of
formal group shots and set-

pieces such as register
signing and first kiss.

 
Nan’s will love it but there’s so

much ‘left on the table’ in
terms of spontaneous,

beautiful moments and it
lacks a degree of art or

creativity.

CONTEMPORARY 
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If money is tight, then it’s certainly better to
have a quality professional there for the main
events rather than a cheaper photographer all
day. After all, party shots from the reception
will be well recorded by friends! As an
absolute minimum, you need a professional
photographer from your guests arriving
throughout the ceremony and to create the
family/group shots. Ideally you’ll have a
photographer start with the bride's
preparations and then move onto find the
boys at the venue, staying with you
throughout the day up to the speeches and
first dance. One way to cut the hours down,
and therefore the cost, is to consider having
the cake-cutting and speeches before your
wedding breakfast. That way you will have all
the key shots in the bag two or three hours
earlier, and the best-man will thank you for
actually enjoying his meal instead of
nervously waiting to deliver his speech!

Best question so far! Contingency plans
can be relatively minor (a ‘Plan B’ for bad
weather or delays on the day, or dropped

and broken  equipment) or much more
serious (such as illness or injury

preventing the photographer from
attending) It’s crucial that we have
backup and contingency plans. For

instance as MPA members, and through
our 60-studio strong group, RMG, we’re

able to call on other photographers who
shoot in a similar style to our studio. So

whilst we’ve never missed any of the 250
weddings we’ve booked, you can rest

assured your coverage is 100% safe. We
have full backup equipment including

lighting and cameras. This approach runs
through every part of our business – for
instance we only use cameras with two
data card slots, so we immediately have

a backup and back at the studio, your
files are stored safe in the 'cloud.'

Being a qualified member of the MPA
is simply proof that your

photographer has shot weddings to
a professional standard, has a

legitimate business, processes,
insurance and backup. They've

submitted a panel of work to be
judged by Master Photographers -

and passed. Qualifications don’t
mean you're the best – but it means
your photographer is a safe pair of

hands to deliver high quality images
whatever the challenges. The only

organisations worthy of
consideration are the MPA, BIPP and
WPJA as most others have no barrier

to entry or requirement to submit
work. In fact, many are simply online

accreditations! 

I sincerely hope so! Two bits of advice
here. Firstly, ask to see full weddings,
not just individual ‘hero’ shots. Ideally,

if the photographer has a wedding
from your venue, take a look at those

photos, and also bear in mind the time
of year, and light levels, will change

everything so check the photographer
is competent to deal with low-light
weddings if neccessary. My second

piece of advice is to ascertain that all
the photos were created by the actual

photographer you’re hiring, at real
weddings. Some  photographers

attend seminars where a top
photographer sets up a beautiful

model in amazing dresses at a
stunning venues for a dozen people to
snap - then they show it as their own

work from a real wedding..!

HOW MUCH
COVERAGE?

FAQ's 
10 Questions we're often asked!

WHAT'S  YOUR BACK UP
AND CONTINGENCY

PLANS? 

WHAT USE ARE 
 QUALIFICATIONS? 

DO YOU HAVE SAMPLE
ALBUMS WE CAN SEE? 

A qualified photographer simply means you’ll 
avoid being the subject of a tabloid horror story!
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It’s your wedding and you can

do with it what you will!
Experience has taught us that if

we’re working with a
videographer, then we need to
function as a team, so we like

to speak with them beforehand
and work together without

(sometimes literally) stepping
on one another’s toes!

Generally, the photographer
leads the day and because we

do stylize some of the
photography,  videographers

tend to like Level Eleven as we
set up some scenes which look

great in video too.

SHOULD WE
HAVE A

VIDEOGRAPHER?

Very roughly, around 50-75 an hour
depending on the size of the wedding, and
the amount of time you wish to give over to

photography. Each image should be
individually finished to a high standard, not

just ‘straight-from-camera.’ It really is a case
of quality over quantity so don't be won over

by promises of thousands of photos. 

HOW MANY PHOTOS
CAN WE EXPECT?

Yes, but only for part of the day,
such as the ceremony (to give
two perspectives) and maybe

during the drinks reception and
family shots (a great chance to

grab unguarded moments!) Two
photographers can annoy some

guests and look rather
desperate, so we limit it. Again,

it’s quality not quantity that
counts and I find a lighting

assistant/bag carrier is of most
use so I can concentrate simply

on getting the best possible
photos. 

DO YOU USE A
2ND

PHOTOGRAPHER?

Yes, absolutely! These are the photos that
you’ll go back to in years to come, they

remove the risk of anybody being missed out
of the coverage. And honestly, they’re not
the trial many people think they are! We'll
have a brief list of family members and a

'must-have' shot list. If necessary, we'll have
cleared a space inside, and set up lights

beforehand. This means we can burn
through them in 15-20 minutes. We also try

to get a big group shot of all your guests,
which means we’ve got everybody together
so the family shots afterwards are quicker -

clever huh!

SHOULD WE HAVE
FAMILY SHOTS?

No. It’s simply not necessary. We always
arrive very early on the day, introduce

ourselves to the person who will run the day,
and take a look round. We already have the
times and itinerary written down, and we’ll

know the flow of the wedding, right down to
which doors are used, and who does what on
the day. We’ll scout out locations when we

arrive. To a photographer, light is everything
– so this information can only be gained on

the day when we see how the light is. Having
shot weddings from Los Angeles to Venice

to Queensland – we’re pretty good at
quickly sorting light, locations and

itineraries!

WILL YOU VISIT
OUR VENUE?

Absolutely yes! We always want to meet up
a month or two before the wedding. That’s

so we can look at the plans and timeline for
the day, and decide which family/group

shots you want (which saves so much time
on the day) and also offer you a relaxed,

informal engagement session. We’ll snap
some photos of the two of you together,

which means you’ll be much more relaxed in
front of the camera come wedding day.  We
can even use the images in a guest book or

signing mat.

SHOULD WE MEET
BEFOREHAND?
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S O M E  G E N E R A L

A D V I C E

B A S E D  O N  O U R

E X P E R I E N C E S  F R O M  2 5 0 +

W E D D I N G S !

Hope for good weather, plan for bad! Talk to
the venue, talk to the photographer, work out
how rain or high winds will effect the day and
what you can do if the weather is poor. Some
venues are more compromised by bad
weather than others. Oh, and if the weather is
lousy – keep smiling – it’s England after all!

Are there family issues? Divorced parents or
warring siblings, recent bereavements – if
there are any issues, no matter how delicate,
tell the photographer, and any other key
people including the wedding co-ordinator. It’s
much better than somebody dropping a goof
on the day in front of 100 guests!

 

 
 
 

Have a call sheet – list up times, contacts,
phone numbers. Give copies to the
photographer, the venue, the car driver, the
best man, etc.

On the day, everything will take more time
than planned or anticipated!

Choose your Bridesmaids, Groomsman &
Best Man wisely. For instance, bridesmaids
with kids can often pre-occupied with them,
not you! You want a bridal party who’s there
for you. Consider giving specific roles and
jobs to them (for instance, we ask for a family
member/groomsman to help gather folks up
for family photos – it really speeds things up.)
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Keep it personal - not fashionable. It’s your
day, you’re there to commit to one another
and make your vows. Try not to get swept up
by the millions of novelties and ‘must-haves’
in this years bridal magazines!

Don’t travel vast distances from venue to
reception. I once had a wedding with a 35
mile cross-country drive from church to
reception. Half the guests got lost, everyone
was late – and very stressed! Keep the day
undemanding and relaxed, just enjoy
yourself!

Prioritise funds! What’s your priority? The
dress? The venue? Awesome Photography?
(choose that one!) You probably can’t have it
all, so spend wisely. Have a budget - and
stick to it so you’re not paying for your
wedding for years to come!

The best and most popular venues and
photographers get booked up – start looking
soon.

 

 

 

Remember that all your ‘wedding day
suppliers’ reflect on you. If your
wedding is black-tie, for instance, then
your photographer should be attired in
keeping. All your suppliers need to be 
 uncompromising in their attitude and
professionalism - and fully understand
the day, so they can deliver their
service perfectly.

Consider having the speeches before
the wedding breakfast. Getting them
out of the way beforehand allows
everyone to relax and have a drink,
especially if they’re nervous of public
speaking!

Remember why you’re there! Amongst
all the planning, excitement, money,
stresses and trials leading up to the big
day - remember you’re getting married
to your best friend, so don’t forget to
enjoy yourself!
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S O M E T H I N G  

O U T  O F  
N O T H I N G

Some venues, and some days, are
tough on a photographer. Either

because the venue isn’t especially
‘photogenic’ or the weather or time

makes it difficult to exploit the
opportunities available. 

 

On a sunny day, at a beautiful venue – ‘any’
photographer can deliver images you’ll be 

delighted with.
There’s no excuses - we earn our money when time
is tight, it’s pouring with rain and the venue is small

and cramped. This is where creative lighting and
posing really tells, and anyone looking at your
photos should never know it was a tough gig!

It was pouring outside....and then I found a cupboard!



There was a period where the wedding album became
unfashionable, but we’re now seeing more and more couples

returning to them. Modern digital albums are very different to the
traditional ‘matted’ album, and complement contemporary, vibrant
photography very well.  Of course, many couples choose to simply
receive the digital images as jpeg files, so they can do with them as
they wish. Some even go so far as to design their own albums and

get them printed themselves. 
 

Two words of advice here. Firstly, just because you’re ‘only’
receiving the digital files, they should still be fully edited. They

should be colour corrected, and adjustments made to contrast,
density and saturation before they are sharpened for output.

They should never be ‘straight from camera’ – the original RAW
file is simply the start of the process, not the end

product! Secondly, wedding albums are a ‘finished item’ where
digital files are not. Personally, when I shoot a wedding, I’ll be

shooting with an album design in mind, page by page. This
means the images fit together, and when designed, the album

will tell the story with continuity and detail. Digital files are
viewed photo-by-photo and will always lack some impact and

storytelling as a result.   
 

Other uses for your photos could be online slideshows, a
complete boxed set of prints or big fine-art wall prints, canvases
or acrylics. One last thing – make a copy of your files and keep

them safe elsewhere just in case. Alternatively, keep them
backed up online – Dropbox/OneDrive etc!

 

What to do with
your wedding photos?

Yup – so is everybody else! I don’t
think that any of the 250 brides and

grooms I’ve photographed have
ever looked forward to being

photographed…until they’ve had
their pre-wedding, engagement
shoot. Honestly, if I can give you

one piece of advice as to how to get
great photos, and to quell your

fears, it’s this! Have an engagement
shoot with your chosen

photographer, not least of all so
that you'r eno virtual strangers on

the day! You’ll learn how to look
your best in photos and when you
see the results, you’ll realise you

actually look pretty good after all!
You’ll go into your wedding day

with a confidence and rapport that
brings your photos to life and

makes the experience much more
fun!

In today’s digital age, there’s so many ways you 
can choose to display your wedding photos.

Nervous about
your wedding day

photos?



us
Level Eleven is a full-time, professional wedding and portrait studio based in East Kent.
We cover weddings both locally, nationally and even abroad. Our photos are quirky and
unusual, very contemporary and stylised in feel. It's possible your mum may not like our

style - but we're sure you will! Think 'relaxed glamour!' and you'll be on the right lines
but a visit to the website is the best way to see what we do.

 
We shoot just one wedding a day, and all weddings are photographed by Russ, whose

work you see in this magazine.  They were all shot at real weddings, with real brides too!
 

We're fully insured, qualified members of the Master Photographers Association. We’ve
been trained and tutored by some of the best wedding photographers in the world,

such as Jerry Ghionis & Yervant, who simply moved our game onto another level. Even
though we’ve got some 250 weddings under our belt, we’re passionate and excited by

the opportunities that each wedding day brings to create wonderful images.
 

We go that bit further – we’re at ‘Level Eleven’ for a reason! On the day, we’re well
presented, friendly and efficient - without taking it over. We're always conscious of the

huge responsibility we've been given, and treat you and your guests with every courtesy
and professionalism. One of our key skills is that we can usually burn through the

dreaded 'family shots' in 15 minutes whilst producing beautiful images!

About

Wedding photography is our             
       We’re sure you’ll see that in your photographs.

passion!

"I cannot express enough how good these guys are, 
The images have come out amazing and there is so much passion that goes into it - it isn’t a job for these guys!

"
Jordan

""The photos are so good that I just stop looking at them! Would definitely recommend Level Eleven -
we had such a great experience and it was much more fun than we expected!

"Riina & Deano.

""The photos are ******* amazing and you can put that on your website if you want!"
Adam & Charla.
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the teamMeet
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Russ Pullen is the photographer here at Level Eleven.
He’s a full-time, qualified Master Photographer with
20 years experience and over 250 weddings under his
belt. On your wedding day, he’s easy going,
professional and relaxed, with an ability to put people
at their ease in front of the camera. He has a unique
style which produces quirky, vibrant and stylish
images you’ll treasure.

Emma Pullen is the Level Eleven Studio Manager and
wedding day lighting assistant. Emma’s background is
in event management and as a venue wedding
planner for some superb venues. This means she
understands the flow of the wedding day and if
needed, can be a great help to ensure the day runs
smoothly. Her role is to assist Russ on the day and
deal with all administration before and after.

Pebbles. Head of
Marketing. Her role is
to lay down outside
the studio on sunny
days, accepting belly
rubs from passers-by.

We’re really lucky! Our studio is a waterside Edwardian
Arch on the quay overlooking Ramsgate’s
Royal Harbour. If you’re visiting us, it’s ideally situated
amongst bars and café’s, and close by Ramsgate’s
beautiful beach - so why not make an afternoon of
it! We have lots of albums and photography from
previous weddings on display for you to see. Parking is
nearby in the Leopold Street multi-storey car park.

the Studio



Level Eleven Photography
Arch 7, Military Road
Ramsgate
CT11 9LG
 
01843 594081
07794 929522
info@level11.co.uk

CONTACT US

@level11

studio_level_11

www.level11.co.uk


